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Abstract

This paper aims to advance economic development theory through the concept of jurisdictional advantage; demonstrating how
places might strategically position themselves to gain economic advantage; then considering how this place-specific advantage
might be constructed. We choose the term jurisdiction to define the set of actors that have a common interest in a spatially
bound community. Jurisdictions are entities with a legitimate political ability to influence social and economic outcomes within
their boundaries. Borrowing from the literature on corporate strategy, the uniqueness of local capabilities becomes a source of
advantage for jurisdictions. We consider how to measure and construct jurisdictional advantage.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

In the face of increasingly convincing evidence
bout the returns to agglomeration economies, and the
trategic importance of location, pragmatic questions
emain about how places may use this information to
reate economic growth. How can a given place in a par-
icular situation with a limited set of resources pursue a
trategy that will provide sustained economic results?
ddressing this question requires prescriptive theory
nd conceptual frameworks. Moreover, perspectives

or improving a region’s economic growth tend to focus
n the role of government, under-emphasizing the role
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of other actors that have significant local interests
play momentous roles. Actors such as business fi
arts and civic organizations, professional associat
universities and individual citizens are concerned a
quality of life and want to influence the econom
prospects of the communities where they live and w
(Becherer, 2000).

The relevant policy question is how to apply
appreciation of the benefits of location and clu
dynamics to implement strategies to promote
nomic growth. This question takes on greater urge
given structural changes in the world economy bro
on by competitive pressures from newly emerg
low cost counties. While corporate outsourcing all
firms to lower production costs technologically sop
ticated firms compete on the basis of differentia
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performance and innovation. And, it is in this case that
certain locations confer an advantage that increases the
productivity of investments made in innovative capac-
ity by providing a platform to leverage key resources
and relationships. Of course, this advantage is typically
the result of specific unique characteristics that are
built up over time to form a coherent place specific
activity set that is not easily transferred or replicated
and forms the basis for sustainable advantage for both
firms and industries (Feldman and Martin, 2005).

This paper aims to advance economic develop-
ment theory on three fronts: introducing the concept
of jurisdiction to the literature on geography and clus-
ters; demonstrating how places acting as jurisdictions
might strategically position themselves to gain eco-
nomic advantage; then considering how this place-
specific jurisdictional advantage might be constructed.
We choose the term jurisdiction to define the set of
actors that have a common interest in a spatially bound
community rather than using the more passive term
of locational advantage. Jurisdictions, at a variety of
spatial scales, are entities that have a legitimate politi-
cal ability to influence outcomes within their borders.
Section3 of the paper further defines our concept of
jurisdiction, and considers the economic development
objective for which jurisdictions might realistically
strive, with a discussion of measurable outcomes. Sec-
tion5draws on corporate strategy literature to consider
how communities may position themselves in order to
create opportunities for economic growth. We argue
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well-known rather than a historical artefact primarily
because of the recent economic success of Silicon Val-
ley and Route 128 (Saxenian, 1994; Kenney and von
Burg, 1999). Even as the Internet provides real time
connectivity, there is little dispute that global economic
activity is agglomerating: industries are concentrat-
ing spatially in tightly defined geographic areas pre-
cisely because proximity and access matters. Empirical
research increasingly provides evidence of the benefits
that accrue to location (e.g.Aharonson et al., 2004;
Almeida and Kogut, 1999; Baptista and Swann, 1998;
Beaudry, 2001; Beaudry and Breschi, 2003; Glaeser
et al., 1992; Henderson, 1994; Sorenson et al., 2004;
Rosenthal and Strange, 2003; Swann and Prevezer,
1996). As a result, a consensus is developing that com-
pact geographic areas, typically centered in cities, are
more important than countries or sub-national regions
when considering economic growth and prosperity
(Krugman, 1998; Fujita and Thisse, 1996).

An important distinction is between the geographic
concentrations of production and the location of inno-
vation. Whereas the geographic concentrations of pro-
duction is often due to the location of natural resources,
ease of transportation or historical inertia, the location
of innovation is due to knowledge externalities and
subject to increasing returns (Audretsch and Feldman,
1996). While innovation yields greater productivity and
the increases in wages that jurisdictions seek, jobs asso-
ciated with routine production remain geographically
in place as long as the physical investments are eco-
n iated
o come
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hat every jurisdiction has unique assets that ma
uilt upon to construct a coherent activity set that wo
e difficult for others to copy. Considering example
ctivity sets from Hollywood and the New York Fas

on district we examine the elements of the indust
ocal advantage and how the industry became e
ished. Section6 considers how jurisdiction-speci
dvantage may be constructed and Section7concludes
he next section reviews the literature on the geogra
f innovation to provide a framework for consider

urisdictional advantage.

. The endogenity of industry—place success

Economists, starting with Marshall in 1890, ha
ong recognized the strategic importance of lo
ion to economic activity (Marshall, 1920). This is
omically viable. Once physical assets are deprec
r obsolete, and if the market changes or costs be
ncompetitive, these locations are easily abandon

Being at the locus of activity for an industry pr
otes innovation. Certain locations supply locali

nowledge externalities or spillovers that provide p
ive economic value but are beyond the ability of ma
echanisms to price and efficiently allocate. The
ificance of localized knowledge spillovers as inp

o firms’ innovative activities suggest that their m
reative and highest value-added activities do not
eed in isolation, but depend on access to new id
ocation mitigates the inherent uncertainty of inno

ive activity: proximity enhances the ability of firms
xchange ideas and be cognizant of important incip
nowledge, hence reducing uncertainty for firms
ork in new fields (Feldman, 1994). Innovation clus

ers spatially where knowledge externalities reduce
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costs of scientific discovery and commercialization. In
addition, firms producing innovations tend to be located
in areas where there are necessary resources: resources
that have accumulated due to a region’s past success
with innovation. In this way, firm success and city eco-
nomic growth are endogenous and mutually dependent.
The cumulative nature of innovation manifests itself
not just at firm and industry levels, but also at the geo-
graphic level, creating an advantage for firms locating
in areas of concentrated innovative activity. These fac-
tors can generate positive feedback loops or virtuous
cycles, as clusters attract additional specialized labor
and other inputs, as well as the greater exchanges of
ideas. What is critical is that these clustered industries
tend to be more innovative and have greater productiv-
ity which is why we observe wage premium for such
clusters (see for reviewsBaptista, 1998; Audretsch and
Feldman, 2005).

The fact that clusters exist and provide economic
benefit does not imply that they can be easily built—the
costs associated with trying may outweigh realized
benefits. The difficulty is trying to determine what
activities may aid the formation and building of clus-
ters and what activities waste or dissipate resources.
While there is little disagreement over the proposition
that clusters are economically advantageous, the notion
that every place should attempt to build clusters is more
controversial; proactive attempts to build clusters often
fail or yield results that are different than anticipated
(Feldman and Francis, 2004; Orsenigo, 2001). Typi-
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Incentives that dissipate the natural advantages that
accrue to agglomerations may not only waste resources
but may act to the detriment of innovation and tech-
nological change nationally or globally, as resources
are pulled to places where they will be less produc-
tive and the benefits of external scale economies are
lessened. An examination of the ways in which tech-
nologies and industry evolves reveal the importance of
prior actions and the cumulativeness of advance or path
dependencies (Arthur, 1990). The history of regions
and industries become intertwined and it is difficult to
transplant industries. Moreover, the path of emerging
industries is difficult to predict and is extremely fluid.
Our current understanding of an industry may not be
able to anticipate future scientific developments, the
temperament of consumers and their acceptance of a
product and the directions that technology may take.

When a technology reaches a stage when it can be
easily understood and valued, the established centers
may be described as first movers, already having an
advantage over other locations. As a result, there is
a tendency for activities which are ahead to get even
further ahead. By the time an industry is well known
enough to be targeted for economic development first-
mover jurisdictions have probably already captured the
lion’s share of the benefits and are positioned for greater
advantage, making it difficult to catch-up or overtake
them following the same technology. Moreover, for
clusters to be successful there is a need not to be cap-
tured by the prevailing logic of the industry but to adapt
a ch-
n
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igh growth industry with great political flourish a

he substantial commitment of public resources. T
fforts are often mimicked by similar jurisdictions. F
xample, in the U.S. there are 40 states that have bi

nitiatives and another nine states that list biotec
target in their state technology plan. The only s
issing of the 50 states in the U.S. is Indiana, but ex

nation of the state budget reveals line items that fo
n building biotech resources (Biotechnology Industr
rganization, 2004, p. 28). However, the vast majo

ty of cluster initiatives currently underway have lit
hance of achieving their articulated goals (Leslie and
argon, 1994). In retrospect, the investment of tim
nergy and capital may not be justified. Of course

hreat of being left behind is great and localities h
ittle choice but to participate in these races (MacRae
002).
new model that reflects a different vision for a te
ology or an industry.

. Defining jurisdictions

When considering clusters, it is important to rem
er that the most cited example – Silicon Valley
ot a real place in any political, geological or adm

strative sense. Geographically, Silicon Valley de
tandard classification—it is simply more that than
dministrative units of Palo Alto or Menlo Park or ev

he larger unit of Santa Clara County. Silicon Val
ike other industry clusters, is a more amorphous
ept that spans multiple administrative units.

When we talk about clusters we are really talk
bout spatially defined epistemic communities of c
on interest. Most generally, we are talking about
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construction of a common vision around an industry,
technology or set of related interests. History is replete
with examples of co-located firms defining technologi-
cal frontiers (c.f.Allen, 1983; Maskell and Malmberg,
1999). The geographic concentrations of related enti-
ties create synergies that provide unique activity sets
that promote the emergence of new industries: com-
bining new knowledge with existing expertise is the
essence of innovation. Sociologists such asLatour and
Woolgar’s (1986) discussion of scientific discoveries or
Abbate’s (1999)history of the Internet documents the
cascading decisions that shape human creative work.
This suggests that innovation is socially constructed
and reflects a consensus vision of what is possible, a
series of complementary activities and imitation and
experimentation. Innovation is a creative activity influ-
enced by the expectations, conversations and personali-
ties of the individuals involved. Certainly, to the extent
that social interactions are facilitated by co-location
and frequent interaction, innovation becomes a local
event. These epistemic communities self-organize and
there are gains to frequent, face-to-face contact. While
a specific address may connote prestige, it is proxim-
ity, access to concentrations of resources and venues for
social relationships that matter most in promoting inno-
vative activity, productivity growth, and higher wages.

Why then introduce the term jurisdiction? The term
connotes a broader and more inclusive description
of the economic assets and joint decision-making of
a spatially defined system that contributes to eco-
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imate actors has the potential to contribute to the devel-
opment – or lack thereof – of economically beneficial
clusters. A physical asset, such as a great port, can
contribute to the growth of a logistics cluster. Universi-
ties or government labs may or may not spin-off ideas
that create new products, new firms and new industries
(Bania et al., 1993). Great arts and cultural organiza-
tions can attract highly qualified personnel who value
amenities and are critical human capital for certain
industries (Florida and Gates, 2002). Norms supporting
entrepreneurship can increase the number of start-up
firms. Conversely, non-compete employment clauses
or punitive bankruptcy laws may lessen entrepreneurial
activity (Gilson, 1999; Becker and Hellmann, 2003).
All of these are features that should be considered when
analysing a jurisdiction.

What should be the goals of a jurisdiction? A basic
metric is the prevailing wealth in the geographic area.
Wealth is a combination of wages and investments. The
greater the positive variance in wage levels from the
national or worldwide mean, the greater the jurisdic-
tional advantage from which residents benefit, other
things being equal.1 Investment is an important mea-
sure of the wealth of the jurisdiction. For the majority
of the population of the developed world, the single
largest investment is home equity and the value of local
amenities, quality of life and general economic outlook
is capitalized in housing prices. Higher local wages and
a growing local economy are expected to contribute
to appreciation of real estate values and the wealth of
p val-
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omic prosperity. Most importantly, the concept
urisdiction implies the development of laws, re
ations, norms and conventions that provide syst
f governance and innovation. A jurisdiction may
road—for example, a country, in which case the
ajority of laws and regulations are the product of

urisdiction. Or, a jurisdiction may also be narrow—
xample, a city, in which case some of the laws and
lations are self-imposed while others are impose
super-ordinate body, such as the country. While

nimate actors in the jurisdiction do not have comp
reedom of action, they certainly have a great dea
cope for decision-making and implementation.

Jurisdictions include animate actors such as fi
overnments/administrative institutions, educatio

nstitutions, cultural institutions, and citizens as w
s inanimate features such as natural endowment
hysical infrastructure. Each of these animate and i
roperty owners. Moreover, increases in property
es yield higher tax revenues for the jurisdiction wh

f used judiciously, increase amenities and public
ices. In this way, virtuous cycles of economic grow
ay be created.
The logical step is to recognize that strategie

ncrease economic potential should focus on bro

1 However, there are two adjustments that should be made t
easure. First, when comparing jurisdictions across countries, w
djusted for purchasing power parity should be the measure

he case when comparing gross domestic product (GDP) per c
econd, an additional refinement would be to adjust after-tax w

or major differences in government services and amenities prov
or example, if after-tax wages are used to compare jurisdictio
U.S. city with a Canadian city, there should be an adjustme

he fact that Canadian residents receive greater health care b
hrough government expenditure. For individuals living in the U
ealth care costs would be paid for from after-tax wages.
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defined jurisdictions and the construction of what we
term jurisdictional advantage as a means to promote
economic growth and prosperity. This paper takes a
next step toward a prescriptive theory of clustering and
agglomeration by providing a theory of jurisdictional
advantage. It takes these steps because the authors
believe that the literature will not be able to create a
useful prescriptive theory of jurisdictional advantage
without these building blocks.

4. What is a jurisdictional strategy?

The collective choices that actors make over time
that shape the activity in a place define a jurisdictional
strategy. This is not meant to imply that there is always
clear and conscious coordination of the choices to pro-
duce a strategy. Sometimes the choices will be made
with no coordination, the logical outcome of market
forces. Nevertheless, the sum of these choices forms
the basis for what the jurisdiction actually does. And
as with corporations, strategy is choice; strategy is not
public proclamations or planning processes, it is what
an entity actually does. In this respect, every corpora-
tion has a strategy, whether that strategy is articulated
or not. Similarly, every jurisdiction has a strategy
which is defined by what its actors choose to do,
whether in coordination or not and whether articulated
or not.

With this background, we define a successful juris-
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to the importance of small and compact geographic
units as being a critical element in the performance
of industries. Countries and states provide institutional
framework within which cities work and help define
the opportunity set. However, differences in jurisdic-
tional performance appear to derive from the choices
made by local actors.

5. What is jurisdictional advantage?

The subsequent question is, what is the nature of
a set of jurisdictional strategy choices that produces
advantage evidenced by relatively high and rising wage
and property value levels? Here we borrow from cor-
porate strategy.

Over the past 30 years, the concepts of corpo-
rate strategy and strategic thinking have become well
accepted by firms. The literature on corporate strategy
finds that observed differences in firm performance are
due to organizations capabilities which are unique and
not easily imitated (Barney, 1991; Dosi et al., 2000;
Nelson, 1991; Rumelt, 1984; Wernerfelt, 1984). While
similar resources may be available to all firms, the
ability to deploy these resources productively is not
uniformly distributed and depends on the firms’ capa-
bilities (Penrose, 1959). Moreover, these capabilities
develop over time as the result of historically deter-
mined endogenous learning processes (Nelson and
Winter, 1982). As a result of this path dependency, firm
c The
r are
e ffec-
t sets
( m-
p hich
i

5
s
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a
T on of
u erent
w ems
ictional strategy as one which produces relatively h
nd rising wages for the workers and real estate
es for property owners within the boundaries of

urisdiction. If wage levels are higher than other co
arable jurisdictions, then the jurisdiction is transla

ts human, physical, and other capital into higher e
omic output per worker than its counterparts. An
ages are rising, then the jurisdiction is likely to

ncreasing its relative effectiveness rather than reg
ng toward the mean. Similarly, if real estate values
ncreasing, those already owning real estate in the j
iction are rewarded with appreciation of the valu

heir property. The longer a jurisdiction can maint
igh and rising wages and values, the more valu

he jurisdictional strategy.
We are particularly interested in jurisdictional str

gy at the level of the city-region because the litera
n clustering and agglomeration increasingly po
apabilities are unique and not easily replicated.
esult is that specialized resources used by a firm
mbedded in an organizational context and their e

ive use is contingent on other complementary as
Rumelt, 1987). The mechanism through which a co
any produces advantage is an activity system w

s unique, not easily replicated and sustainable.

.1. Activity systems: borrowing from corporate
trategy

One school of corporate strategy holds that ad
age results either from lower cost relative to the fir
ompetition or the production of a set of attributes
re uniquely valued by the market (Porter, 1980, 1985).
hese advantages are based on the constructi
nique activity systems, which are defined as a coh
eb of activities. Taken together, these activity syst
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provide an advantage because the individual activities
and components fit well together and actually reinforce
each other. The fit and reinforcement makes it diffi-
cult, if not impossible, for competitors to replicate a
successful firm’s strategy—a rival firm would have to
replicate every single aspect of the activity system in
order to match the advantaged firm’s strategy. Thus,
the essence of strategy is to construct an activity sys-
tem that allows the firm to perform differently than the
competition or to perform different activities than the
competition.

Consider the example of Southwest Airlines, which
has been the most successful airline in the U.S. mar-
ket over the past 30 years, in terms of the level of
profitability, stability of earnings and growth in mar-
ket share (Porter, 1996). Southwest is noted for flying
a completely standardized fleet of Boeing 737s, flying
to and from secondary airports, having the most fre-
quent number of daily departures from each of its loca-
tions, and utilizing the Internet rather than travel agents
for booking. Importantly, its exemplary performance
outcomes are not the result of any single thing that
Southwest does. As demonstrated inFig. 1, Southwest
achieves advantage by performing a set of activities in

a comprehensive manner that fit together and reinforce
each other to produce a significant and sustainable cost
advantage over its competitors. To challenge Southwest
Airline’s success, a potential competitor would have to
match every single aspect of Southwest’s activity sys-
tem.

An activity system can provide a low cost advantage
by enabling the firm to produce a product or service that
is roughly equivalent to the competition but at a signif-
icantly lower cost. This results in higher profitability
than the average competitor and has been the case for
Southwest in the airline industry. Any firm with a cost
advantage is able to set prices in the industry and ulti-
mately force marginal firms who do not have a similar
cost advantage out of the industry.

It is important to note however, that being a low cost
firm is not the same as being the firm offering the low-
est price. Having the same cost structure as competitors
and deciding to sell at a lower profit margin is not a
strategy for long-term advantage. Indeed, it is a recipe
for transferring economic value from corporate share-
holders to customers. This is simply not a sustainable
long-term strategy. Any competitive firm in the same
industry can simply cut its own prices and margins to

Airlines
Fig. 1. Southwest
 : low cost advantage.
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Fig. 2. Progressive insurance: differentiation advantage.

compete in the short run. This, ultimately, leads to a
race to the bottom in terms of profitability as firms suc-
cessively continue to lower prices and squeeze profit
margins.

The second strategy for corporate advantage is prod-
uct differentiation—producing a product or service that
is considered to be uniquely valued by a segment of cus-
tomers and for which those customers are willing to
pay a premium price. For example, Progressive Insur-
ance, as demonstrated inFig. 2, offers a differentiated
automobile insurance service to a non-standard seg-
ment of drivers (Porter, 1996). It offers quotes that
are better-tailored to the true risks associated with dif-
ferent categories of drivers and provides quick and
easy settlement of claims using an extensive fleet of
van-based adjusters. Like Southwest Airlines, Progres-
sive also has a distinctive activity system that features
many reinforcing activities, such as its sophisticated
pricing database, a fleet of claims-settling vans, and
unique training and compensation structures, which
fit together to produce a service that is highly val-
ued by its customers and is produced at a competitive
cost.

An effective differentiation strategy also requires
operational efficiency and a competitive cost structure.

Firms that charge a premium price but do not main-
tain an efficient cost structure end up with lower profit
margins and do not have the resources to reinvest in
sustaining long-term advantage. An effective differ-
entiation strategy requires an activity system that is
efficient in terms of cost structure while simultaneously
producing a differentiated product or service.

Strategy allows firms to define their objectives and
make decisions that focus their energies and invest-
ments. Most importantly, strategy allows firms to know
what activities are not going to realistically advance
their goals.

5.2. Jurisdictional activity sets

Following this logic, it seems that places might also
have similar capabilities that develop over time, are
unique and not easily replicated. Jurisdictions may ben-
efit from adapting a similar strategic orientation and
building an activity system that is unique and valuable
in order to produce either a low cost or differentiation
advantage over other jurisdictions. Next, we look at
Hollywood and the New York garment industry as two
examples of how jurisdictions have built such activity
systems.
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Hollywood is so well known that its name connotes
both an industry and a geographic place. Hollywood
has been the global center for film production since
the 1920s and has maintained its dominance through
changes in production technology and business models
(Scott, 2005). In 2001, the southern California enter-
tainment cluster, as defined by The Institute for Strat-
egy and Competitiveness, employed 178,000 people,
or 16% of national employment for this industry. The
average wages in the entertainment industry are US
$60,000 which was 50% higher than the national aver-
age wage for the industry and greater than three times
the average wage for the region.

Scott (2004, 2005)rejects the conventional expla-
nation that the industry located in southern California
was due to favorable weather conditions and scenic
vistas, but instead offers a view that suggests a coher-
ent activity set created the industry’s dominance. At
the turn of the century, the then-dominant New York
based Motion Picture Patent Trust priced its films by
the foot, a policy that gave producers little incentive
to raise quality or innovate (Scott, 2005, p. 17) In
contrast, Hollywood independent producers concen-
trated on distinctive feature films and promoted indi-
vidual stars and the development of methodological

procedures to break down the shooting process into
disconnected segments that were reassembled later.
This lowered costs and gave rise to the studio sys-
tem with its advanced division of labor and sophis-
ticated managerial model of production. Hollywood
was able to differentiate itself from New York with
an activity set that included new business models,
a cost advantage and the ability to experiment and
innovate.

Fig. 3diagrams the activity set that established Hol-
lywood’s advantage, ca. 1928, or about the time when
Koszarski (1990)notes that the term Hollywood was
used in a generic sense to refer to the motion picture
industry. A supporting infrastructure developed that
reinforced the activity set with skilled crafts such as
film editing, file laboratories, agents, orchestras, cos-
tumes and props. In addition, the open shop labor
market arrangements in Los Angeles, which were in
place until 1935, provided flexibility. The Academy
of Motion Pictures Arts and Science was created in
1927 as an overarching union with five branches repre-
senting producers, writers, directors, actors and techni-
cians. The Academy, well known for the Oscar Awards,
encourages artistic achievement and diffused best
practices.

d Cali
Fig. 3. Hollywoo
 fornia (ca. 1928).
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Another example is the New York City fashion
industry, one that has become synonymous with style
(Rantisi, 2002a, 2002b). The New York apparel indus-
try had a modest beginning on the lower east side of
Manhattan, the site of skilled immigrant communities
in the 1880s. Most large cities had garment districts
at the time and there was nothing particularly unique
about New York. By 1920 the industry migrated to
the Garment District in the western part of midtown
where it is currently located. In these intervening years,
the focus shifted to high value-added fashion (Rantisi,
2002b, p. 447–448). Currently, the New York cluster
accounts for 40% of U.S. value added for the category
of women and children’s fashions (Rantisi, 2002b, p.
442). Although Los Angeles has greater employment
in this industry category, wages in New York are more
than double the national average for the industry.

Fig. 4 provides the activity set that reinforces the
prominence of the fashion industry in New York. The
development of a range of retailing formats in New
York – from department stores like Macy’s, Bloom-
ingdales and Lord and Taylor’s, as well as specialized
boutiques such as Henri Bendel – helped to develop
varied markets for the industry’s output. Fashion mag-

azines, notablyWomen’s Wear Daily (now WWD),
Harpers Bazaar andVogue helped establish a fashion
culture and disseminate industry trends to the national
market. This was supported by the developing advertis-
ing industry and expertise in fashion photography. The
international Ladies Garment Workers Union helped
promote safe working conditions and standardized
wages. This ensured high-quality goods, encouraged
women to upgrade their skills and also enabled workers
to become active consumers (Rantisi, 2002b, p. 448).
Supporting educational institutions such as the Pratt
Institute, the Parson School of Design and the Fash-
ion Institute of Technology ensured a steady supply of
skilled labor. In addition, the production system came
to be characterized by a large number of specialized
contractors, job shops and specialty fabric designers.
These small, niche firms provide a flexibility and cul-
ture of experimentation.

In conclusion, these are two examples of jurisdic-
tional advantage. Similarly, the Boston Biotech Clus-
ter (Owen-Smith and Powell, 2004) or Silicon Valley
(Kenney and Patton, 2005) also have a coherent activ-
ity set that connect biotech firms to venture capitalists,
specialized business services (such as contract research

wome
Fig. 4. New York City
 n’s garment production.
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organizations), legal services, and universities. How-
ever, these examples illustrate the importance of local
labor agreements, experimentation with new business
models, the development of a local division of inno-
vative labor and other institutional linkages which are
specific and idiosyncratic. Taken together, these activ-
ities comprise the local activity set that provides an
economic advantage to companies, industries and juris-
dictions. Moreover, these examples demonstrate the
path dependencies and cumulativeness of the activity
sets (Arthur, 1996). Innovation, the ability to introduce
novel ideas and consistently improve performance, is
a notable characteristic of these locations and a key to
their economic performance.

In the examples examined above, jurisdictions were
able to translate an initial cost advantage into a sus-
tained competitive advantage through the construction
of an activity set that yielded an advantage based on
differentiation. This is to say, the interaction of the
features of the activity set, make Hollywood (in film)
and New York (in fashion) jurisdictions that provide
unique value to a firm in the respective industry, such
that locating in that jurisdiction is uniquely valuable
vis-à-vis alternative jurisdictions. Moreover, the two
industries examined here are illustrative as they are cre-
ative industries where human capital known as talent
is important (Caves, 2002). In a global economy where
unskilled labor is inexpensive, transportation and com-
munication costs are negligible and raw material matter
little, talent is becoming an important competitive asset
(
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tries where talent and human capital are important.
Producing talent requires investments in human cap-
ital and incentives that motivate individuals to create
and engage their talents. Moreover, talented individ-
uals do not work alone. Indeed, talent may only be
recognized in a specialized setting where genius may
be appreciated and appropriately rewarded.

Hollywood demonstrates that innovation in business
models that accompanied technological breakthroughs
in movie-making were critical—a vision of what the
motion picture industry might be. While certain indi-
viduals stand out as influential, the activity set reflects
the efforts of many people, acting individually and col-
lectively. The New York fashion industry demonstrates
the success of building on rather pedestrian activities.
Interestingly, both industries made important transi-
tions in the form of advantage they enjoyed. Each
began with a low cost advantage—it was less expen-
sive for firms to do business in those industries in those
jurisdictions. This was not because of low wages, but
rather because of other cost reducing activities. How-
ever, both industries eventually developed differenti-
ation advantages—with activity systems that provided
an environment that firms in the industry could not find
elsewhere.

What allowed these jurisdictions to differentiate
themselves is the construction of reinforcing activity
sets that both promote and further define the industry.
Of course, this advantage is typically the result of spe-
cific unique characteristics that are built up over time
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Florida and Gates, 2002).
The current obsession with outsourcing gives ris

he question of whether low wage regions enjoy ju
ictional advantage. We argue that they do not bec

he manifestation of jurisdictional advantage is h
nd rising wages. A jurisdictional strategy based

ow wages would undermine itself on the way to ju
ictional advantage. That is, in order to move tow
dvantage, wages would have to rise, unraveling

ow wage approach. A low wage policy in the rea
f jurisdictional strategy is analogous to a low pr
pproach in corporate strategy. The targeted bene
ies of corporate strategy – the shareholders – do
enefit from a low price strategy; the customers
he targeted beneficiaries of jurisdictional strateg
orkers in the jurisdiction – do not benefit from a l
age strategy. In particular, decreasing wages is
trategy for long-term competitive advantage in ind
o form a coherent place specific activity set tha
ot easily transferred or replicated and forms the b

or sustainable advantage for both firms and ind
ries (Feldman and Martin, 2005). Without engagin

variety of different agents and supporting inst
ions these jurisdictions may not have achieved prim
ithin their industries. The examples presented
re intended to be illustrative. The tendency migh

o dismiss these examples as offering unrealistic as
ions for average locations. Yet the literature cont

large number of detailed and carefully constru
ase studies about different industries and the ge
f the jurisdictions in which they reside.

The heuristic of activity systems presented here
he study of coherent activity systems may be use
onsider elements that are missing in certain loca
hat are less successful. Moreover, rather than si
eplicating existing successful clusters when
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consider these activity systems, it becomes apparent
that activities are reinforcing and that the success of
the industry and jurisdiction co-evolve. This paper will
now sketch out some ideas on how the animate actors
in a jurisdiction can use the theory of jurisdictional
advantage to construct jurisdictional advantage.

6. Constructing jurisdictional advantage

Constructing jurisdictional advantage is not easy,
just as it is not simple for companies to craft strategies
that yield long run growth and profitability. However,
there are a few things that can be noted. The evi-
dence that firm location decisions are not responsive
to jurisdictional tax differentials except at the intra-
metropolitan area (Bartik, 1991; Papke, 1991) suggests
that individual municipalities may gain if they drop
their tax rates or offer special incentives. Of course,
this creates artificial competition between administra-
tive units that may be part of the same industry cluster
and may be viewed as a unified jurisdiction in terms
of common economic objectives. These actions, while
yielding short-term benefits, may result in a race to the
bottom. Individual municipalities may achieve long-
term benefit if they view themselves as subsidiaries or
divisions of a larger geography and cooperate to their
mutual advantage.

Jurisdictional activity system is not the product of
any one class of actors—not firms, not individuals, not
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so far. Individual firms, for example, will not invest
meaningfully in things that payoff primarily for other
firms or actors in the system. Governments need to fund
those items for which there are high externalities from
the perspective of any individual firm.

Because no one actor can do everything and each
actor has an interest in experiencing jurisdictional
advantage, constructing jurisdictional advantage takes
the will of all the actors—a consensus vision and vision
of uniqueness. Each party needs to ask what unique
contribution it can make to the unique activity system.
Governments are in the best position to play a coordi-
nating role.

Two extreme philosophies anchor the ends of the
jurisdictional policy spectrum. At one end of the spec-
trum lies aggressive centralized planning that targets
an industry or industries and puts in place a strategy to
attract that industry or industries to the jurisdiction,
often with tax incentives. There are myriad exam-
ples where politicians and civic leaders focus on some
emerging, high-growth industry with greater fanfare.
This is certainly the case with current example of the
49 states with biotech industry initiatives. Even when
efforts are successful at generating start-up companies
it is difficult for a jurisdiction to garner long-term ben-
efits if complementary assets are lacking (Connecticut
Center for a New Economy, 2004).

The opposite extreme is to let market forces deter-
mine the allocation of resources, a straight-forward
laissez faire philosophy. The underlying rationale of
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overnments, not universities. Highly competitive c
ers and therefore highly advantaged jurisdictions h
ctivity systems in which multiple actors play intera

ng and reinforcing roles to produce and reinforce
niqueness.

Each of the actors pursues their own self-intere
eople choose to work where they can maximize
wn wealth and happiness. Firms invest in things
ave the prospect of increasing their returns. Arts
ultural organizations pursue self-expression. Un
ities follow the desires of their scholars. Governm
o the things they need to do to get re-elected. H
ver, each of these self-interested needs is further
jurisdictional activity system that produces high

ising wages and real estate values, so each ac
orking toward their self-interest when it contribu

o jurisdictional advantage. However, it has to be
gnized that the actions of any one actor will only
his philosophy is that industrial clusters that are
f successful cities arise for a variety of historica
ontingent or serendipitous factors that are not e
eplicated. Firms locate and invest in particular ci
or reasons that are not well understood, much less
ictable and controllable. This view suggests tha
ost constructive thing a jurisdiction can do is let m

et forces determine its future.
However, just as there are logical problems with

entralized, command and control end of the spect
here are weaknesses to the laissez faire argu
irst, it is difficult to find examples of highly success

urisdictions or even individual clusters in such ju
ictions where there was little evidence of involvem
y actors other than firms—in particular involvem
y governments acting in coordination with the p
ision of externality-laden investments. Even Silic
alley, often used as the paragon of a jurisdic
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driven by free market forces, would not have devel-
oped as a highly advantaged jurisdiction with among
the highest wage levels and real estate values in the
world without massive investment by governments in
higher-education and research focused on the indus-
tries that have made Silicon Valley the envy of virtually
all jurisdictions. Indeed Silicon Valley exemplifies the
challenges in the increasingly knowledge-based econ-
omy where market failures lead to under-allocation of
the very goods that provide advantage without coordi-
native activities. After all, this is one of the classic rea-
sons for government provision of infrastructure, fund-
ing of basic research and promotion of public goods
such as education. These resources which are associ-
ated with market failure take on new importance in
the emerging knowledge-based economy and suggest
that there is a role for collective action and government
participation.

The idea that firms act alone as solo players is a
romantic image that has no good exemplars. Laissez
faire proponents tend to point to high tech industries
like software because they feature cut-throat competi-
tion and rapid entry and exit. However, it is one of the
industries most dependent on and linked into the U.S.
higher education system. This holds true for pharma-
ceuticals, medical devices, aerospace and virtually all
high-wage industries.

Strategy is choice and closer inspection reveals that
each of these industries has benefited from a jurisdic-
tional activity set that coordinates the choices of various
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a realistic goal, let alone a stated goal, of creating such
an outcome.

As we know from corporate strategy, investments
made by businesses to simply replicate what other firms
have already done or improve a firm’s competitive posi-
tion from significantly behind to merely lagging are
typically investments that do not earn an acceptable
return on capital. Similarly, we would not expect gov-
ernment investments that are not made to support an
advantaged jurisdictional strategy to have a positive net
present value. As such the framework of jurisdictional
advantage provide guidance for the difficult challenge
of choosing coordinative and costly interventions that
have a sufficiently high probability of paying off.

What is the role of firms in jurisdictional advantage?
A firm can act simply as a taker and exploiter of a juris-
diction. However, a firm is better served by being an
active partner in jurisdictional advantage rather than a
passive taker. The existence of externalities critical to
firm success suggests that firms can receive benefits
from the jurisdictional activity system that are outside
of the market mechanism to price. As soon as it has
made investments in a jurisdiction, a firm has an incen-
tive to encourage other actors in the jurisdiction to build
externality-laden investments so that the jurisdiction
provides more advantages for itself in the future.

While it may be argued that firms pay more taxes
as a result of the higher profits they earn as a result
of externalities, a higher level (not rate) of taxes is a
small price to pay for increased competitive success
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ategories of actors. Given that this is the case,
ng a goal – high and rising wages – and a struc
or thinking about achieving that goal – different
ion or low cost – and a tool for guiding the strate

a distinctive activity system – can be useful. St
gy has utility in suggesting that a route between
wo ends of the spectrum is likely to be most eff
ive. It suggests that a strict laissez faire approac
nlikely to provide the externality-laden assets ne
ary for the jurisdiction to succeed. However, it a
estricts the overly expansive government coord
ors. Government intervention can only be justifie
t contributes to the development of a jurisdictio
ctivity system that provides differentiation or low c
dvantage to the jurisdiction in attracting, retaining
rowing firms. Rigorous analysis of the governm
ctivities in cluster initiatives would undoubtedly in
ate that the vast majority of them do not even hav
nd sustainability. In fact, it may be argued that fi
ay actively cultivate the sources of the agglomera
enefit by investing in local universities and cultu
rganizations, building infrastructure, and so on. M
ver, these investments are typically tax deduc
nd provide a means to make targeted investmen

urisdictions rather than relying on the process of g
rnment budgeting. That is to say, those firms
ctively build the external resources and infrastruc

hat benefit their bottom line, but all in the contex
trengthening the jurisdictional activity system.

Industrial recruitment incentives with special
reaks and various other inducements that lowe
osts of doing business are not low cost strategies
vidence is that this type of strategy is a race to
ottom in a zero-sum game (Bartik, 1991). There is no
vidence that it eventually leads to higher wages, w

s the measure of a successful low cost jurisdictio
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strategy. In many respects, governments that use tax
breaks or other monetary inducements are identical to
firms that use sales as central tenants of their strategies.
Sales are nothing but periodic low price strategies and
low price without low cost is not a sustainable strategy.
This is a difficult lesson that Sears and Kmart, who have
now merged in an attempt to survive Walmart’s relent-
less market penetration, have learned. Sears and Kmart
have historically followed what are called “hi-lo” mer-
chandising approaches. That is, they have a normal
price for their products, which is set at a sufficiently
high level to earn a reasonable profit if they sell a tar-
geted amount of products at that price. However, to
drive volume in the stores, they hold sales by which
they discount some or all merchandise for periods of
time. Unfortunately for them, customers figure out this
approach and disproportionately wait for goods to go
on sale which simply reduces the overall margin on the
portfolio of goods to a level that does not allow suffi-
cient investment in upgrading by Sears and Kmart.

Walmart entered the fray against Sears and Kmart
with a different merchandizing strategy, which focused
on cost structure, through leaner overheads, better dis-
tribution systems, and narrower product selection. This
was known as EDLP – or every day low pricing – mer-
chandising strategy by which its everyday low price
met or beat Sears’ and Kmart’s sale prices. As a result
consumers could shop at Walmart every day and be
confident they were buying the goods in their basket
at a price that was below Sears and Kmart, even if
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subsidy from the current firms in the jurisdiction. As
with Sears and Kmart, the “hi” sales are extremely vul-
nerable when they realize that they are paying higher
prices. This both hurts the competitiveness of the exist-
ing firms and tends to drive them away, perhaps to
another jurisdiction that will offer them lower prices.
As with Sears and Kmart, “hi-lo” is not a robust strat-
egy but a dangerous act of desperation that begs for a
crushing competitive response.

7. Reflective conclusions

The pursuit of jurisdictional advantage is not with-
out its challenges because there are so many factors
that influence the outcomes. Given that future prosper-
ity and quality of life in local communities are at stake,
the questions of how this might be done are of more
than academic interest. Previous work on clusters has
emphasized the random nature of geographical loca-
tion (Krugman, 1991; Klepper, 2004) suggesting that
clusters arise from serendipitous events. In contrast,
we argue that clusters may be constructed, but not in
the way that policy typically proceeds by targeting an
industry that is poised to take off in another location.
Instead we argue that policy may be fruitfully employed
by building upon unique place-specific assets.

To develop the concept and practice of jurisdictional
advantage, more work needs to be done on the success
models of building jurisdictional advantage through
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ears or Kmart had the product on sale. With t
igher cost structures, Sears and Kmart could not c
ete and were battered in the process: Kmart dec
hapter 11.
Jurisdictions that offer tax incentives or cash su

ies to attract new firms to the jurisdiction are follow
hat may be called a modified hi-lo strategy. It is m

fied in that rather than offering alternative “hi” a
low” pricing to all customers at rotating times, t
urisdiction offers at the same time a higher price s
ario to some “customers” – i.e. firms that are alre

n the jurisdiction – and a lower price scenario to ot
customers”—i.e. firms that it is trying to attract to t
urisdiction. As with Sears and Kmart, for the gambi
ork, the jurisdiction desperately needs a large vol
f high price sales in order to fund the discounts or
reaks. This means that existing firms must to be t
t a higher rate to fund the “low” pricing—in effec
his middle path between laissez faire and comm
nd-control. In particular, work needs to be done on
ay in which governments can constrain themselv
ctivities that focus on providing the externality-lad

nvestments without discouraging firms from inves
here they are most capable of investing. Also, fu
ork needs to determine how governments, busine
nd other actors may work together to coordinate j
ictional strategy. These are the next pieces of w

o be done and we hope that this effort will motiv
thers to join in this pursuit.
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